
Majestic II Grandfather Clock
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Overall Width: 40.75 in

Overall Depth: 17.25 in

Overall Height: 88.25 in

Weight: 212.0 lb

Showcase your treasures with the Majestic II wooden

grandfather clock. This curio clock has an antique-

inspired design and is equipped with six shelves for

plenty of storage, which are safely enclosed behind a

locked glass door.

Cherry-Finish Hardwoods: This wooden grandfather

clock was designed and crafted in the USA from select

hardwoods and veneers. A Windsor Cherry finish and

arched pediment impart stately style to this functional

accent.

Arabic Numerals: The cast dial of this distinctive clock

has intricate corner spandrels and a center disk, along

with decorative moon phases in a midnight blue and

gold-tone finish. Black Arabic numerals adorn the

silver-tone chapter disk and coordinate with the black

hands.

Spacious Shelves: A brass-finish pendulum and

weight shells sit in the center of this curio clock. This

timepiece also has six glass shelves—three of which can

be adjusted to accommodate your collectibles. The case

also features a mirrored back and bottom to showcase

items from all angles.

Adjustable Chimes: This timepiece plays your choice

of Westminster, St. Michael, or Whittington chimes with

a strike on the hour, along with quarter-hour chimes.

There’s an automatic nighttime chime shutoff feature

for silence after bedtime.

Heirloom Nameplate: A brass Heirloom Nameplate

comes engraved with your name and date to

commemorate your special occasion. Also included with

this timepiece are an Heirloom Record Document and

brass-finish capsule.

Cable-Driven Movement: This wooden grandfather

clock has cable-driven movement.

Howard Miller: Founded in 1926 and still family-

owned in its third generation, Howard Miller is the

world’s leading clock company and a respected brand

name in fine specialty furnishings such as curio

cabinets, wine & bar furnishings, custom storage

cabinets, and SmartMoves® adjustable height desks.

https://howardmiller.com/

